brings them all kinds of gifts on his voyage without thinking his money might not be enough. Also, they are very hypocrite and jealous; when Beauty visits them, they don’t show any happiness that Beast treats her well, “That little fool is happier than we are. She is rich,” utter them spitefully. Therefore, they make her believe that they can’t live without her to make her stay longer and lose Beast’s sympathy. In fact, all they wanted to do is getting the key given to her by Beast and go to the castle to steal diamond. Their greediness leads them to plot with Avenant, a handsome man with an ugly heart like them, to kill Beast and take his possessions. Ironically, little did they know what the magic castle reserved for them; Avenant paid the price and became a monster.

The movie, although it is pure fantasy reminds the viewer of the beauty and the ugliness side of the human soul. Being humble, kind, and caring are inner qualities that result in the love between Belle and Beast and allows Beast to regain his human form and marries Belle. The real and more important beauty is the inside.